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ABSTRACT
Wikis are popular collaborative hypertext authoring envi-
ronments, but they neither support structured access nor
information reuse. Adding semantic annotations helps to
address these limitations. We present an architecture for
Semantic Wikis and discuss design decisions including struc-
tured access, views, and annotation language. We present
our prototype SemperWiki that implements this architec-
ture.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 [Information Systems]: General; H.5.3 [Group and
Organization Interfaces]: Web-based interaction

General Terms
Human Factors, Design, Languages

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wikis are collaborative hypertext authoring environments

that allow users to create and edit pages using a Web browser.
Wikis have achieved wide-spread popularity in recent years
but there are two important limitations with current Wiki
technologies.

Wikis do not support structured access, since Wikis
provide no means for navigating related information, except
if explicitly added by users and no means for structured in-
formation retrieval by querying; and Wikis do not support
information reuse since information is only represented in
natural language, it can not be automatically reused. For
example, translations of pages have to be maintained man-
ually, and database-like views of the information are not
possible

Adding semantics to Wikis, through metadata annota-
tions in addition to the natural language content, addresses
these limitations.
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2. SEMANTIC WIKI
A Semantic Wiki allows users to make formal descriptions

of resources by annotating the pages that represent those
resources. Where a regular Wiki enables users to describe
resources in natural language, a Semantic Wiki enables users
to additionally describe resources in a formal language. The
authoring effort is relatively low: the semantic annotations
are very similar to the layout or structural directives that
are already in widespread use in ordinary Wikis.

Using the formal annotations of resources, Semantic Wikis
offer additional features over regular Wikis. Users can query
the annotations directly (“show me all authors”) or create
views from such queries. Also users can navigate the Wiki
using the annotated relations (“go to other books by John
Grisham”), and users can introduce background knowledge
to the system (“all poets are authors; show me all authors”).

2.1 Architecture Overview
A Semantic Wiki consists (at least) of the following com-

ponents: a user interface, a parser, a data analyser, and a
data store, as shown in figure 1. Users can browse, edit, and
query pages via the user interface. When users edit a page,
the user interface notifies the parser. The parser analyses
the text, and extracts annotations and links. All data (text,
annotations, etc.) are stored in the semantic storage. From
the data in the storage, the analyser computes sets of pages
that are related to the current page, which are displayed by
the user interface. Queries are posed to the storage, and the
results are displayed by the user interface.

Figure 1: Architecture of a Semantic Wiki

2.2 Annotation language
For the user of a Semantic Wiki, the most visible change

compared to conventional Wikis is the modified annotation
language. In Semantic Wikis the annotation language is



used to describe not only text style and links, but also to
annotate Wiki pages and to embed queries into pages. Our
annotation language allows reuse and extension of existing
Semantic Web terminologies to connect annotations with
other knowledge on the Semantic Web. All annotations re-
sult in valid and reusable RDF. Figure 2 shows an example
page with annotations describing John Grisham as an au-
thor with Random House.

Page: JohnGrisham

John Grisham is an author and retired lawyer.

rdf:type foaf:Person

dc:publisher RandomHouse

this query shows all his books:

?book dc:creator JohnGrisham

TheFirm dc:creator JohnGrisham

TheJury dc:creator JohnGrisham

ThePelicanBrief dc:creator JohnGrisham

Figure 2: Example Semantic Wiki page

2.3 Information access
Using the annotated metadata, a Semantic Wiki can offer

improved access to information through structured naviga-
tion. We have developed a form of faceted meta-data brows-
ing that offers such structured navigation, partly shown in
figure 3: knowing that Armin Haller is a person, we show
links to all other people in the system.

The structured data can be queried using full-text search,
embedded queries, and structured queries. Full-text search
allows keyword search over content; structured queries allow
querying the structured metadata (e.g. “show me all au-
thors”); and embedded queries are structured queries that
are embedded in a page and create (database-like) views
when the page is visited (e.g. the page in figure 2 shows
an embedded query that retrieves all the books written by
John Grisham).

3. IMPLEMENTATION
SemperWiki1, shown in figure 3, is our prototype imple-

mentation of a Semantic Wiki. It was first developed as a
desktop application, following the previously-discussed ar-
chitecture [2]; it was recently ported to the web with little
effort, fully preserving the described architecture.

SemperWiki is implemented as a Ruby on Rails2 web ap-
plication, using the ActiveRDF3 RDF to Ruby mapping li-
brary, offering programmatic access to RDF objects, and
serving as storage layer for Ruby on Rails.

SemperWiki addresses the noted limitations of ordinary
wikis as follows: concerning structured access, users can
find related information through associative browsing: the
wiki analyses the semantic relations in the data and pro-
vides navigational links to related information. Users can
search for information using structured queries, in addition
to simple full-text search; concerning information reuse,

1http://semperwiki.org/
2http://www.rubyonrails.org/
3http://activerdf.m3pe.org/

Figure 3: Navigating and Information reuse

the semantic annotations allow better translation and main-
tenance; the annotations are language independent and can
be understood and reused without barriers. Users can also
write embedded queries, creating saved searches (database
views). These views can be revisited and reused, and pro-
vide a consistent picture of structured information.

4. RELATED WORK
Souzis [3] describes an architecture for Semantic Wikis but

focuses on annotating and representing page structure while
we are concerned with page content, and discusses specific
implementation decisions rather than generic architecture
choices.

Other approaches improve Wikis by augmenting them
with semantic annotations. Platypus [4] is a Wiki with se-
mantic annotations, but adding and using annotations re-
quires significantly more effort than normal text. Both Wik-
SAR [1] and Semantic Wikipedia [5] offer easy-to-use anno-
tations, but neither allows reuse of existing Semantic Web
terminologies, and both only allow direct annotations of the
current page (excluding blank nodes).

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Wikis are popular hypertext environments, but are lim-

ited in structured access and information reuse. Our Seman-
tic Wiki architecture and prototype implementation Sem-
perWiki alleviates these problems through associative brows-
ing, structured search, and embedded queries.
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